Star Golfers to conduct clinic for juniors at KGA tomorrow
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Bengaluru: With the country’s top star pro golfers being in Bangalore, the host venue of the Louis
Philippe Cup, the Karnataka Golf Association is holding a junior golf clinic featuring the likes of
International golf stars Jyoti Randhawa, Gaganjeet Bhullar, SSP Chowrasia, Siddikur Rehman,
Rashid Khan and others. Around 8 top Indian players will participate in a unique clinic where each set
of 5-6 junior golfers (boys and girls) between ages 8 and 15 years from the KGA who register will
receive personal attention from one of the star pro golfers. The clinic will also end on a high note with
each pro teaming up with the juniors for a golf “darts” contest where players will score points by hitting
at a bulls-eye target. The team of 5 juniors and one pro who score the highest number of points will
be declared winners. “This will give the juniors an amazing experience of being up close and personal
with a world class player – all of them have won at an international level on the Asian and European
Tours and this insight and demonstration is something that will be an eye opener. We hope we can
inspire more kids from KGA and Bangalore become champions and follow in their footsteps” said
KGA President Hitesh Joshi, who’s 22 year old son Khalin Joshi finished 2nd at the US$300,000
Bangladesh Open last week and is currently ranked 35th on the Asian Tour.
At the same time the KGA has also organized for a display and trials of the latest golf equipment from
a variety of the world’s top manufacturing brands so golfers can visit the KGA driving range and test
out the latest advanced level game improvement equipment at no cost. “Our KGA members can try
out the same equipment being used by the best players in the world and we are arranging for custom
fitting arrangements as well on Friday and Saturday at KGA. Giving our club members access to the
same facilities normally enjoyed only by professional players. All our golfers can now see significant
improvement in their scores, accuracy and power by getting custom fitted equipment” said Venkat
Subramanian, Captain, KGA. Access is to all golfers in Bangalore, free of cost at KGA on Friday and
Saturday during the Louis Philippe Cup Pro Golf Event final rounds.
Added Gaganjeet Bhullar “ This is a great initiative by the KGA to bring the kids and the members
close to us top players by organizing this clinic and custom fitted equipment by the worlds best golf
equipment brands such as Titleist, TaylorMade, Nike, Cleveland, Srixon and XXIO”
About Louis Philippe
The brand draws its name and inspiration from King Louis Philippe of France, who was famed for his
generosity of spirit and his appreciation of the arts. Louis Philippe thrives on excellence, elegance and
opulence. Synonymous with premium, international men’s fashion, Louis Philippe was launched in
India in 1989, and ever since then, the brand has been enjoying the repute of being the leader in
formal and quasi-formal wear. Taking cognisance of the evolution of the Indian gentleman and so also
his preferences, the brand has constantly innovated and modelled itself to suiting and meeting those
requirements and this is what sets Louis Philippe apart as a premium, international men’s fashion
brand.

